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thanks for the feedback guys. its really just one film that i was
dying to see in cinema, somehow had it come out earlier on

amazon but then i was stuck with a blue ray copy, so here it is. a
bit of a riddle but i think i can figure it out, i will release the

product asap. the people running it are based in tokyo. it has a low
budget and he's trying to get the rights to make a sequel. there

are a few other movies like this one, including an amish film
starring michael j fox. they are interesting because you will be

working outside the hollywood system. i use the translator on the
site. in japan the rights come from the studio, if it's in english then
that's hollywood. it's an interesting process. and thats why it's not
making money! a very interesting film coming out in october, the
legend of hell house, which was nominated for an oscar for best
foreign film, now available to download for $4.99!!! much more

affordable than you're paying for streaming services!!! the 4k ultra
hd versions of the film were shot by oscar-winning

cinematographer vittorio storaro, who photographed the harry
potter films, and by oscar-winning director of photography f.

kieslowski, known for the movies the double life of véronique,
don't feel my love, and the lovers. i assume since you are a

member of the slashfilm staff, you know all about that, so i must
imagine the only way you would know, is to be a member of the

forum. you would have to browse the boards a bit to have a better
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idea. you can also head over to our subreddit which is a much
more active community.
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this has always been
something i enjoy. i
feel it is one of the

most important
aspects of home
theaters. i love

watching movies on
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my tv or big screen,
but im also a big fan

of watching movies in
my basement. ive got
a tv in my basement,

a surround sound
system and surround

sound speakers.
sadly my house
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doesnt have a
projector or blu ray
player, so when im
watching movies in
the basement im

doing it in 1080p on
my apple tv because
thats all im capable
of currently. hesic
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said it best, a home
theater is an

investment, not just
in money, but also in
time and love. it was

made a few years
back. rian johns the

director and co-
screenwriter of
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asylum was a major
inspiration. the story

was based on an
incident when an

asylum seeker
attempted to strangle
a nursing assistant in
an asylums isolation

room. the nurse
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doesnt know that he
is a violent serial

killer. so he is
allowed out for a

walk which he
violates. after hiding

in the walls of the
house the prisoner

hunts down and kills
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another asylums
patient and his carer.

the story revolves
around a series of
high profile false

identifications by this
man. who is he? what
did he do for all those
years? is he really a
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criminal or is he just
a unlucky serial

killer? ive had an av
receiver set up at my
house since october
of 2011 (time for a
new one) but it only

does dolby 5.1
surround sound. i
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thought this was
funny because my av

receiver has every
feature on and the

other sound of the tv
and the other

speaker in my house
would be 5.1

surround. so one of
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those things, i
decided to fix that

and sure enough, like
an idiot i bought a

new receiver and still
dont have surround
sound. i would be so

happy if someone
could tell me how to
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fix my receiver. i
want surround sound
with 5 speakers and i

cant figure it out.
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